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1. ABSTRACT

The core of this paper is an attempt to investigate Greek export performance,
five random years, between 1995 and 2010, along with its comparative
advantages and disadvantages. It is of the essence, an analysis of the factors
that are determining export flows between Greece and its EU and non-Eu
partners. As Greece is a country with serious external imbalances,
evaluations of its exports performance are of vital importance for economic
decision making. The approach of a generalized gravity model using panel
data has proven to be a useful tool in the analysis of bilateral trade flows.
Results indicate the imbalance regarding export activity not only between
trading partners that differ vastly, but also among those who share similar
magnitudes and data.
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2. International trade and exports

1. Exports via competiveness

Exports are of crucial importance for the processes of growth. They generate
foreign exchange reserves that are vital for every economy, in order to finance
imports of goods, machinery even investments. They are fundamentally
important for the creation of capital and economic growth in the long run.
Regarding all the above, one can easily deduct the fact that a export-led
growth strategy provides the necessary means to domestic producers to
rather export their goods to the global market, giving the chance to increase
the capability of using advanced technologies and services. On the other
hand, fluctuations in the amount of the export introduce uncertainties in an
economy. As a consequence, the domestic economic behavior is influenced
by adversely affecting the level and efficiency of investment. On the average,
export fluctuations are expected to ruin an environment of stability and
growth, especially when we are referring to under developed countries.
Expectations of negative spillovers such as higher borrowing costs, an
increased inflation and generalized complexities of payments are yet to come.
Last but not least, the distribution of wealth and income is directly related to
the export capabilities of a country, something that stands also for the much
needed employment opportunities. (Athanasoglou, P. (1993)
Our reference so far is focused on the vital role that exports play, by making
an economy, among others more competitive. But what really is the
meaning of competitiveness when we mention nations’ economies?
Competitiveness is determined by the productivity with which a nation uses its
human, capital, and natural resources. As a sequence, productivity along with
efficiency are the cornerstones of an economy’s most crucial amounts, such
as wages, returns to capital, returns to natural resource endowments, etc.
Ultimately, the competitiveness focus of a country is intended to drive some
higher order benefit – from improved quality of life to longer life expectancy –
but the common language for such goals tends to focus on increasing the
inflow of capital to the country, in the form of exports or foreign direct
investment.( Athanasoglou, P. and I. Bardaka, (2010),
The main challenge in the economic environment is how to create the
conditions for a fast and bear productivity growth. After all, the world’s
economy is not a zero-sum game. A global effort for an increase of the
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productivity is essential if our main target is the accomplishment of higher
level of prosperity.
As we mentioned before the critical role that exports play in a country’s
economic reality, and the vast significance of competitiveness in this scheme,
it is of importance in this point to move one step beyond and examine more
thoroughly the involved trade in these transactions. As it is easily noticed in
nowadays world’s economic reality, differences in economic size and
endowments are not the only criteria one should bear in mind when the
question needed to be asked is which country trades more or trade with a
wider range of partners. Trade intensity or volume between countries tends to
be reduced by many other factors, all of which can be regarded as the
‘friction’ associated with trade. In other words, the trade costs between partner
countries must not be omitted from the equation. Trade costs are in reality the
price equivalent of the reduction of international trade compared with the
potential implied by domestic production and consumption in the origin and
destination markets. As a result high bilateral trade costs end up in smaller
bilateral trade flows. It is not a surprise that in such an increasingly globalized
and networked world, factors like trade costs can be so vital, in order not only
to determine the pattern of bilateral trade and foreign direct investment but
also the geographical distribution of its country’s production as a whole. The
tariffs in many countries are these days lower than ever, however they are still
high overall.
In an attempt to examine the consistency of trade costs with more details, we
can argue the existence of two main categories of sources. The first category
includes bilateral trade factors that separate a pair of trade partners which rely
mostly on exogenous factors, rather than policy choices. As an example, the
geographical distance can be regarded a main and vital variable for
calculating international transportation costs. Moreover, in the same category
belong features like common cultural characteristics between the exporter and
the importer such as language, common history, or sharing a common border.
On the other hand, the second category consists of endogenous trade costs,
which in this case represent the difficulties arousing from policy choices and
government decisions. Examples include the performance of in-between
logistics– cost, delay, and reliability, as well as border controls and transit
systems of a country with its trade partners. Of equal significance can be
defined factors such as international connectivity, meaning regular and
efficient maritime, air, or terrestrial services. Last but not least, tariffs and nontariff measures are included too. Taken into consideration the aforementioned
classification regarding trade costs, it is expected that developing countries
should suffer more from these types of costs for their in-between trade
relations than developed ones. Tariffs and non-tariff barriers, along with other
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substantial obstacles such as poor infrastructure and non-functional transport
or inefficient logistics services markets, endorse this argument.

The figure below (Arvis et al. 2013), pictures the major role that physical
separation holds in reducing by wide range of means the overall export
intensity between the export and the importer and vice versa. Additionally,
trade costs derived from policy decisions are also included as they have a
significant influence on trade costs. It is argued that in some cases the
aggregated effect of maritime-transport connectivity and logistics performance
is compared or even more exceeds the effect of geographical distance. In
general, traditional or non-traditional trade policies are vital as they decide for
the entrance of barriers or other means of trade costs.

Figure 1: Depiction of the relative impact of several sources of trade costs;
normalized regression coefficients (‘betas’) against the indicator measuring
the cost component

Source: Arvis et al. 2013
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Moving on, an interesting figure (Figure 2) is presented, which provides a
point of comparison across groups of countries with different trade costs
according to their level of income. This study uses the invert gravity model
developed by Novy (2013), in an attempt to derive trade costs through a
pattern with respect to different levels of trade and production across
countries. The advantages of an invert gravity model study in comparison with
one using the standard gravity model are according to its authors the
following. First, the ability of making an overall estimation about the trade
costs between countries and second the inclusion of a larger numbers of
variables that their absence often may bring biased results. Study’s main point
is that when a country sells relatively more goods domestically than
internationally, the reason must be due to higher international trade costs
relative to domestic trade costs ceteris paribus. In the same way if a country
sells more of what it produces to foreigners than to residents it must be
because of the lower international trade costs comparing to domestic trade
costs, ceteris paribus. One can easily understand the valuable information
about measurement of trade costs that is derived and its use for policy
reasons.
The measurement of trade costs over the period 1995-2010, covering a vast
database for 178 countries and two sectors is presented below. The
calculation and presentation of this data set is a joint data-collection exercise
of UNESCAP and the World Bank.

Figure 2: Trade costs’ inverse dependence on per capita income

Source: Arvis et al. 2013
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The above figure shows the average trade costs for manufactured goods with
respect to the 10 largest importing countries, by World Bank income groups,
1996 and 2009, percent ad valorem equivalent. As it is easily noticed through
the average results by income groups, countries with a substantial income
level tend to exhibit lower levels of trade costs than countries with middle or
low income levels. Developing countries with low or middle income levels,
even though will gain more from global trade liberalization as a percentage of
their GDP than industrial countries, exhibit highly protected economies and
they face higher barriers. The group of developing countries especially, would
gain most from agricultural liberalization in developed countries because of
the greater relative importance of agriculture in their economies. For various
reasons, poorer countries have not proven very effective at increasing market
access. Their products are highly protected, complex, nontransparent, and
subject to various exemptions and conditions (including noneconomic ones)
that limit benefits or terminate them once significant market access is
achieved.(IMF, IMF Staff, 2001)
Finally, it is of importance to observe the rate at which trade costs have
evolved in this certain period (1996-2009) according to different country
groups. The overall tendency resulted in a reduction of trade cost levels
regarding countries in each and every income level.

Figure 3: Trade costs are falling more slowly in low-income countries

Source: Arvis et al. 2013
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Figure 3, shows average trade costs for manufactured goods with respect to
the 10 largest importing countries. As it seems, the manufacturing trade costs
have a tendency to fall faster in the high income countries in comparison to
the far slower tempo for middle income and below ones. The importance of
demonstrating studies like this and making use of it for policy decisions
purposes is proved so far. So, it is obvious that the above depicted tendencies
should be high on the political agenda among developing countries
policymakers. Presentations like this could be of crucial importance in the way
of deepening their countries integration into the global economy in various
sectors. (Arvis, J- F, Y Duval, B Shepherd, and C Utoktham 2013)

2. Intra- industry and Inter-industry trade

Up to now is clear enough, the fact that one of the key factors to economic
prosperity is its involvement with international trade. Moreover, it is also true
that the latest years with the increased force of globalization, the complexity of
international trade has increased and billions of transactions take place every
year. Nonetheless, some aspects of international trade remain unidentified
and critical analysis should be submitted among existing theories, as an everchanging economic environment is today’s reality.
Although, inter-industry and intra-industry appear to be very similar as words
they have major differences as meanings. Inter-industry trade is a trade of
products that occurs only between industries. For example the trade of a
capital abundant economy which specializes in the production of technological
equipment with agricultural products from a labor abundant country. Countries
tend to engage in inter-industry trade according to their comparative
advantages. On the other hand, intra-industry trade is a type of trade that
occurs in the same industry. It is a trade of similar products and its expansion
has been of crucial importance in trade growth in recent decades. Gains from
intra-industry trade reflect economies of scale (lower costs) and wider
consumer choices, not a comparative advantage.
At first glance it may seem bizarre that countries engage in importing and
exporting same type of products internationally. The benefits of intra-industry
trade however, can be summarized in three main points, presented by
Johnson and Taylor (2009) in the following way:
Firstly, intra-industry trade increases the variety of products in the same
industry in way that both business and consumers can be benefited. The end
product range from a single industry nowadays can be vast and moreover
9

highly differentiated and this is an opportunity that intra-industry trade will
provide within the markets of trading partners.
Secondly, intra-industry trade offers the opportunity to businesses and
markets to profit from the economies of scale, as well as they use their
comparative advantages. Specifically, countries will gain more if they choose
to focus on the production of specific kinds of products in certain magnitude
and according to their comparative advantages rather than having no limits in
their goods production.
Thirdly, intra-industry is capable of giving vital boosts to an economy which
fluctuates in a short term and more important triggers innovation and
entrepreneurship in every type of industry.
A simple example of intra-industry can be given presenting two manufacturers
in car industry from two different countries. One is Toyota from Japan, which
specializes in the production of family cars and the other is Bmw from
Germany which specializes in the production of sport cars. The unit cost for
both manufacturers will definitely decrease in the long run. Toyota’s family
cars and Bmw’s sport cars unit cost, is expected to decrease gradually as the
production of each car manufacturer increases.

3.
Basic
principles-(Heckscher-Ohlin
international trade.)

Model and

Taking advantage of the previous reference, it seems now a good chance to
introduce one of the most popular economic models that approaches the
issues of international trade. Heckscher-Ohlin Model (1919) was developed
by Eli Heckscher and Bertil Ohlin and the core of its existence can be
summarized to the idea that countries with comparative advantages should
export goods that require factors of production that they have in abundance,
while importing goods that it cannot produce as efficiently. Three fundamental
characteristics of Heckscher –Ohlin model of intra-industry trade can be
mentioned as following.
Firstly, each country exports products according to its comparative advantage.
For instance, China produces and exports technology products because of
the low prices of relevant resources in China provide the comparative
advantage in producing and exporting technology products, while Brazil is the
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number one exporter of coffee in the world due to the abundant production in
its soil and advanced channels of distribution.
Secondly, international trade that is based on the comparative advantage has
the ability of profiting some industries while in the same time damaging some
others. For example, when Germany exports its cars abroad, German car
companies gain a lot. On the contrary, when for instance agricultural products
are imported in Germany, its primary economic sector will be hurt.
Thirdly, international trade between countries will end up to price equalization
among them.
However, this theory has gathered some rather strong criticism due to several
ambiguous assumptions that delivers.
For instance, Heckscher-Ohlin Model excludes unemployment (Shiozawa, Y.
, 2009) by the very formulation of the model. This argument states that all
factors (including labor) are employed in the production, although
unemployment is a matter of great importance in any trade conflict. Moreover,
the theorem assumes that the production functions are identical for all
countries concerned (Stewart, Frances, 1989).A highly unrealistic assumption
nonetheless, which means that with no exception all countries share the same
technology and moreover are in the same level of production capabilities. The
differentiation in technology among countries is a highly significant factor
which discriminates, developed from developing countries. Moreover
technological progress is the key and main concern in order this gap between
them to become smaller. Finally, Heckscher-Ohlin Model assumes capital
homogeneous and transferable to any form if necessary. An argument which
contains also logical flaw, because capital can be measured, eg has weight.
So how can a random amount of good be measured? (Edwards, Chris, 1985)
Above all the others, the conclusion that found the least agreement with the
economic evidence was the factor price equalization (FPE) theorem,
(Edwards, Chris, 1985). Neither the rental return to capital, nor the wage rates
seem to converge between trading partners at different levels of development.
Besides all the criticism and ambiguous conclusions of the model, the
Heckscher-Ohlin model, it fails to provide a robust framework in order to
explain intra-industry trade between countries, because the theory itself
confronts to the issue of intra-industry trade in fundamental aspects.
Specifically, Heckscher-Ohlin theory stands for the fact that countries will
engage in international trade of products for the production of which abundant
resources exist so as to be used. On the other hand, intra-industry trade
states that products from the same industry are traded between different
countries, exposing in this notion the gravity and efficiency of Heckscher-Ohlin
theory in today’s ever-changing economic environment. In this dynamic
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environment intra-industry trade has evolved to be one of the most critical
macro-economic tools which is both constructive in terms of maintaining
macro-economic stability and in the same time promotes innovation and
increases the number of differentiated versions of the same type products in
markets of the trading partner countries.

4. Inter and intra industry trade structure among he
European Member Countries-(recent results)

Trade between countries is described either as exports or imports. As exports
is defined the function of international trade whereby goods produced in one

country
are
shipped
to
another
country
for
future
sale.(investopedia,2015,online).On the other hand, as imports is defined
any good or service brought into one country from another.
(investopedia,2015,online). The circulation of goods within European
borders is defined as arrivals and dispatches. An exact definition of arrivals
could be the following one ‘’Arrivals are goods in free circulation within the EU
which enter the statistical territory of a given Member State.’’. In the same
notion regarding ‘’dispatches’’, Dispatches are goods in free circulation within
the EU which leave the statistical territory of a given Member State to enter
another Member State” (Eurostat, 2011, online).
The following figure illustrates the share of dispatches within EU compared to
exports to non EU countries. The amount of trade within EU from dispatches
is almost double than the one engaged with non-EU countries. (Eurostat,
2011)
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Figure 4: The share of dispatches within EU compared to
exports to non EU countries

The impact of a well-organized internal market to every EU country’s export
trade pattern is obvious. For each of the Member States, intra-EU trade of
goods was higher than exports to non-European countries. Czech Republic,
Slovakia and Luxembourg were ranked as first regarding the amount of
shares of intra-EU trade. On the other hand, United Kingdom, Italy, and Malta
had notably different proportions
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Table 1: intra-EU trade between 2004 and 2009

Table 1 demonstrates that intra-EU trade decreased in 2009 even more
significantly compared to the exports. A lot of reasons can be held responsible
for this turn of events, but the dominant ones are connected with the global
economic crisis that started in US in 2007, and within a short period of time
extended to all EU member countries as well. If one takes into consideration
dispatches and arrivals together, Greece, Spain, France and Portugal,
suffered the greatest decrease in intra-EU trade, where intra-trade has
decreased about 30%. Consequently, the same countries went under a lot of
pressure during the global economic crisis during 2007-2010. On the contrary
Germany and Netherlands were leading in terms of the trade surplus for
goods for the year of 2009.
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5. Exports, the Achilles heel in Greece’s effort to
recovery

Regarding the aforementioned, it is now of great importance to take a closer
look to the export activity of a specific EU country, Greece. The last five years,
Greece has been in a constant state of great pressure. Up to now Greece is
still in turmoil due to various factors that caught off guard its economy as a
structure. The global economic crisis almost collapsed the majority of the
economic indicators and still a lot has to be achieved in order to get back on
track. In this notion, Greece it is forced to continue a series of harsh reforms,
structural and non-structural in order to recover.
These facts are depicted in the annual ‘Global Enabling Trade Report 2014’,
which came to light last April. In a 353 page report, a group of economists and
analysts working for the World Economic Forum (WEF) performed and
present an analysis of the world trade synthesis and an even more thorough
one, regarding the 138 countries that are included in the indicator ‘Enable
Trading Index ‘.’Enable Trading Index is an indicator which reflects the ability
of an economy to benefit from global trade. Since 2008 that this index was
published, has turned out to be a useful tool not only for governments but also
for businesses, as it attempts to give a comprehensive overview of any
national economy. Moreover, ‘Global Enabling Trade Report’, includes not
only information related to market access (e.g. tariff barriers), but also pieces
of practical information referring to the efficiency of custom authorities,
transport infrastructure and telecommunications, up to an illustration of if a
country’s territory is safe or not.
In the overall ranking of Enable Trade Index, Greece is listed in the 67th
position among 138 countries and scores a 4.0 on a 1-7 scale (where 7 is the
best possible score). Each country is tested on a 7 pillar system presented
below:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pillar 1: Domestic market access
Pillar 2: Foreign market access
Pillar 3: Efficiency and transparency of border administration
Pillar 4: Availability and quality of transport infrastructure
Pillar 5: Availability and quality of transport services
Pillar 6: Availability and use of ICTs
Pillar 7: Operating environment
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Among the 7 pillars tested (for each country), Greece has the best
performance in terms of access to domestic market access (46th position with
a score of 4.9) and on the availability and use of information and
communication technologies-ICTs (46th position with a score of 4.8). On the
contrary, Greece weakest performances were achieved in the areas of:
access to foreign markets (97th position with a score of 1.9) and operating
environment (79th position with a score of 4.0).

Table 2: Enable Trade Index 2014

EnableTrade index 2014
A. Market access
1.Domestic
2.Foreign
B. Border Administration
3.Efficiency and transparency
C. Infrastructure
4. Availability and quality of
transport
5.Availability and quality of
transport services
6. Availability and use of ICTs
D.Operating environment
7. Operating environment

Ranking
among
138
countries
67
75
46
97
59
59
51
63

rated
(1-7)

54

4,3

46
79
79

4,8
4
4

4
3,4
4,9
1,9
4,6
4,6
4,2
3,5

Source: World Economic Forum, the Global Enabling Trade Report
2014

6. Drawbacks

and

advantages

The greatest challenge by far as it appears from the report for Greek exports
is access to trade finance (24, 6%).The second more serious problem is the
high costs that emerge from the delays caused inside Greece’s domestic
transport system (10.8 %), while the third in rank most serious problem for
Greek exports are finding new markets and buyers (10,7%). Among other
16

distortions listed in the Global Enabling Trade Report 2014 is the limited
access to imported inputs at competitive prices (9,0%), the deficiency in
production and skills (7,8%), troublesome procedures at foreign borders
(7.5%) and difficulties that emerge in meeting quality or quantity requirement
of potential buyers.

Among sixty-two different data inputs included in the four main categories (A,
B, C, D), listed in the table above, Greece presents a comparative advantage
in only seventeen. Relevant with category C are five, ie the availability, easy
access and use of information technologies and telecommunications.
Nevertheless, it is crucial that while Greek performances are satisfactory in
terms of eg, mobile phone subscriptions (per 100 residents) and fixed
broadband Internet subscriptions (per 100 residents) or online government
services, lacks by far in two critical sub-sectors: using of ICTs for transactions
between businesses (101 position) and internet use for business-to-consumer
transactions (83rd place). Other interesting figures for Greece’s export
performance are the efficiency of the clearance process in borders (28th
place), the number of documents required for imports (43 with 6 documents),
and the number of documents required for export (16th place with 4
documents). As a comparative advantage also counts, the effectiveness and
impartiality of the judiciary in resolving commercial disputes (26th place).
Some of Greece’s greatest comparative disadvantages mentioned in the
aforementioned report are the following
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

The number of distinct tariff or charges (1,755)
The number of days required for import (15)
The number of days required for export (16)
Custom’s transparency (92th in ranking)
Cost per container export (US $ 1,040)
Quality of railroad infrastructure (60th in ranking with a score of 2.7)
Efficiency and accountability of public institutions (89th in ranking with a
score of 3.4)
Access to financing (121st position with a score of 2.9) and, in
particular, ease of access to loans (136th position with a score of 1.6)
Ease
of
hiring
foreign
labor
(66th
position)
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7. Trade openness and Greek economy

In the same report, based on 2012 data, presents an estimation that the sum
of exports and imports of goods and services relative to GDP, a ratio that is
often called trade openness ratio, is only 37.9%, which brings Greece in 126th
place out of 138 countries. In other words, this ratio captures the degree of an
economy’s ‘exposure’ to international trade, so as to seize among other, any
benefits from the global trade activity.
Edition’s 2014 of Greek Banks Association and specifically the volume
named "Competitiveness for growth: policy proposals ‘’, hosted Mr. X.
Papazoglou, professor in the Department of International and European
Studies of Panteion University and an economist of Greek Bank Research
Department. Mr Papazoglou refers to Greek economy’s degree of trade
openness.
He states in particular, ‘’the trade openness degree of Greek economy is
remarkably low. The ratio of the sum of total exports and imports of goods
relative to GDP is just over the half of European’s Union corresponding ratio
of 27 (in 2012 this ratio was 38% in Greece and 70% for the EU 27). This
outcome is mainly due to the very low performance of Greek exports (exports
amounted to 13.8% of GDP and imports to 24.2% in 2012). For a series of
years, the ratio of exports to imports was 1:3 and below 10% of GDP. During
the last years, these figures have quite differentiated. A looming recovery is
noticed in Greece’s export performance, which combined with the large
decline in imports, due to the recession, have partially changed the image of
foreign trade’’. Mr Papazoglou, explains moreover, that ‘’the degree of
openness to international trade and in particular the ability of a country to
penetrate international markets reflects the degree of international
competitiveness". Specifically for Greece says that the effort "to exit the crisis
by achieving high sustainable growth rates will not have the expected results
unless there is substantial improvement in export performance. According to
international literature, the degree of trade integration is an important factor
which separates countries with a high degree of development with those with
a lesser one.’’ Finally, in another part of his analysis emphasizes that, "the
country's goal to achieve high sustainable growth will not be possible unless a
remarkably effort is made towards the boost of Greek’s economy trade
openness.’’ Among his conclusions states that, ‘’despite the importance of
competitiveness relative to price, the low export performance of Greece,
primarily towards developed markets is mostly associated with structural
problems. A major structural problem is products quality. The recent recovery
of Greek exports may mainly be attributed to the vast restructuring of
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production costs and due to the significant reduction of labor cost, but the
major factor are the increased exports to developing and emerging markets."

3. Gravity Model
Theoretical Development of Gravity Model

The first and most solid justification of the gravity model of trade has its
origins in the Newton’s gravity law; in this case, trade between two partners is
affected by their sizes and proximity. As second pillar to this theory, stands a
partial equilibrium model of export supply and import demand as developed
by Linneman (1966). Its first application however was made by Tinbergen
(1962) and Poynohen (1963). The main goal was undoubtedly that most
gravity regressions fitted data so well that they typically yielded R-squared in
the high range of 0, 65 - 0, 95. These interesting results intrigued many
researchers in order to get involved, something that had as a consequence,
that today the very use of gravity equation variants is regarded as an
empirical benchmark for the bilateral trade volume.
Despite the fact, that the gravity model showed excellent empirical robustness
in describing trade flows at its early steps, several economists did not have
respect for the theoretical foundations of the model. For example, Bergstrand
(1985) reported that, «despite the model’s consistently high statistical
explanatory power, its use for predictive purposes has been inhibited owing to
an absence of strong theoretical foundations”. Moreover, Filipinni and Moldini
(2003), stated that often the gravity model can be characterized as “facts
without theory”, indicating its popularity for practical purposes.
In spite of the above, this particular model attracted great publicity in the
1980s. Specifically, Anderson (1979), Helpman and Krugman (1985) and
Bergstrand (1985, 1989) proved that the gravity equation could be derived in
trade models with differentiated goods. The product differentiation may arise
by different factors, for example, by country of origin, by economies of scale
or even from technological or factor endowment differences. They all are
capable of generating a force of gravity. By these means, gravity equations
can be derived both from factor proportion (Heckscher-Ohlin model) and from
19

monopolistic competition with increasing returns and transport costs
(Helpman and Krugman (1985).
Moreover Feenstra (1998) moved a step forward to the formation of a model
with homogeneous goods. The main alteration from the already existing
theories on the gravity model, derived from the fact that this time the product
differentiation arising from factor endowment differences. Nevertheless,
Deardorff’s (1998) contribution made the gravity model theory complete, by
proving that its equation is consistent with Heckscher-Ohlin trade model in
homogeneous goods with perfect competition.
It is widely acknowledged that the gradual development of the gravity model is
responsible for several trade models that gathered its empirical success
through the years. In order to diversify the theoretical foundations of the
gravity model in two basic pillars, the Heckscher-Ohlin theory can explain the
bilateral trade flows among countries with large factor proportion differences
and high shares of inter- industry. On the other hand the differentiated product
model has the capability to explain the bilateral trade flows when one
examines countries with high shares of intra-industry trade, in increasing
returns, when monopolistic competition is present. (why?,reference)
Several other worth mentioning results and findings, with the gravity model
theory as a core, rose through the years. Two economists Hummel and
Levinson (1995) tried to experiment with a set of non- OECD countries, a data
sample where monopolistic competition is highly improbable to occur.
Economies suffering from highly fragmented or concentrated into natural
monopolies or oligopolistic markets are those of OECD countries. (OliveiraMartins,1993, 1994). Since the early 1980s, structural reform programmes
have been implemented in all OECD countries with a common aim to
implement structural adjustments that improve overall economic efficiency and
flexibility. By these means, the adaptability of firms and markets is improved in
the face of major economic shocks. (OECD, 1995) The results were not
expected; the gravity equation remained efficient in explaining trade flows
among developing countries, a data set where inter-industry trade and
monopolistic competition indicators are expected at extremely low levels.
Nevertheless, the least expected outcome was the fact that besides the
product differentiation model, other models are also capable of explaining the
gravity equation model, for example the Heckscher-Ohlin theory.
Almost a decade after Hummel and Levinson, another group of economists,
Evenett and Keller (2002), attempted to make a separation between
Heckscher-Ohlin model and the increasing returns theory as the two main
forces that made the gravity model theory an empirical success. Evenett and
Keller (2002) try to solve what they call the model identification problem. They
tested several model specifications. Models of complete specialization result
20

in the standard gravity equation. On the other hand, imperfect specialization
models, argue that if factor endowment differences are present, the
production would be perfectly specialized in a narrow scale. They conclude
that, the established relation between factor endowments and trade is
significant for countries which are slightly or intermediate differing in their
factor proportions and have the same production pattern. On the contrary if
the production is not perfectly specialized across countries, both HeckscherOhlin model and differentiation product model are likely to contribute for the
empirical success of the gravity model. Moreover, the choice of estimation
parameters is crucial in the context of working with the gravity equation, as
this choice defines the uniqueness of each attempt.
Summarizing, it is obvious that since the launch of the gravity model equation,
60 years ago, the theoretical foundation now is solid. It has the ability to
characterize a large scale of models; the Heckscher-Ohlin model theory,
several differentiation product model theories and last but not least the
increasing returns trade theory, are defined and derived from the gravity
model theory. What is yet to be done and perfected is which trade model is
more suitable for the bilateral flows analyses. Our attention now focuses on its
empirical applications and their wider scalability rather than model’s
theoretical foundations. As a matter of fact, the model identification for its
empirical applications remains an open case until these very days.
Moving on, Bergstrand (1985) formulated the
Xij=A0 (Yi) a1 (Yj) a2 (Ni) a3 (Nj) a4 (Dij) a5 (Rij) a6 uij(1)

model

as

follows:

Xij stands for: the value of exports from country i to country j
Yi stands for: the nominal GDP of country i
Yj
stands
for:
the
nominal
Ni stands for: the population of country i

GDP

Nj
stands
for:
the
population
of
Dij stands for: the distance between country i and country j

of

country
country

j
j

Rij stands for: the dummy variables. The selection of dummy variables in
every gravity equation model is the key factor that provides uniqueness and
intriguing results in each work. Dummy variables results are responsible for
the increase or decrease of trade volume between countries, i and j
Uij represents the random error.
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4. Methodology and Data
1. Application of our Model

The basic and standardized empirical gravity equation transforms now as
follows:
Xij=a0+a1lnYi+a2lnYj+a3lnNi+a4lnNj+a5lnDij+a6lnADJDMij+a7INTDMij +lnuij(2)
The above equation is the logarithmic form and stands for the empirical form
of the model. The variables of the above equation are explained below:
Xij stands for: the value of exports from country i to country j
Yi stands for: the nominal GDP of country i
Yj
stands
for:
the
nominal
Ni stands for: the population of country i

GDP

Nj
stands
for:
the
population
of
Dij stands for: the distance between country i and country j

of

country
country

j
j

This formulation includes two dummy variables. The dummy variable ADJDM
stands for adjacency between countries i and j. It takes the value 1 when
country i is adjacent to country j and 0 otherwise. The dummy variable INTDM
refers to whether a country is or it is not a member of the EU. In the first case
it takes the value 1 and value 0 otherwise.
Before moving on, an estimation of the numerical value (negative or positive)
is presented, that each of the variables in equation (2) is expected to have on
the level of trade flows between trading partners. Starting with the variables
on the demand side which represent the income level, they are expected to
have a positive sign due to their positive effect on the trade flows. On the
supply side now, considering the fact that if the domestic production of a
country is higher, a higher level of exportable goods is more likely to be
achieved, leads to the conclusion that a1should be positive. On the demand
side on the other hand, a rise in income through the law of marginal
propensity for imports, drives us to the expectation that a2 should also have a
positive sign. Moving on, the variables representing population may have
ambiguous results. In other words the size of country’s population may lead
us to either positive or negative results. In case that population is large in size,
it is possible that an extensive availability on every kind of resource is implied
and thus the capacity of domestic production should be enough to fulfill the
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need for goods. As a result, the international trade will not play a major role,
or even less a3 and a4, will have negative sign. On the contrary, when the
domestic economic environment is large in scale and the main reason for that
is the size of a country’s population, a specialization of work may also be
present. Similar results, regarding variables representing population, were
presented in previous papers. For instance, Christos Papazoglou(2009),also
argues that the impact of the population variables is unclear. It depends on
whether a large population will have a sufficient enough domestic market, to
meet these increased needs by domestic production or not. If not, the creation
of opportunities for conducting trade on a wider variety of goods is the case.
Under these conditions, a country is able to build the structure and the
opportunities for a strong presence in the international trade environment,
along with a growing trend in the conduction of trade on wider variety of
goods. Apparently, if the above is the case, a3 and a4 are expected to have a
positive sign. Moving on to the coefficient of distance, and under the notion
that if the distance between countries increases, higher costs and lower profit
margins will emerge, one can easily assume that a5 should be negative.
Entrepreneurship is favored between neighbor countries not only with respect
to proximity, but also with respect to historical and cultural reasons. Christos
Papazoglou(2009). The higher costs of transportation needed to be met,
when are summed, create a total cost that cannot easily be neglected. As a
consequence, importers are not so wiling under these circumstances to join in
mutual trade, as their profit margins are shrinking. In addition to the above
arguments, there are other reasons too, which contribute to the establishment
of trade partnerships among neighboring countries. For example, a common
or a similar culture between two countries and even more the historical
background that connects the neighboring people, play a critical role in the
formation of strong and solid alliances through the years in each aspect of a
parallel history. Trade and commerce have the power not only to be present in
this common storyline, but even more thanks to their major driving forces to
forge and shape the majority of a series of main events in such a long-lasting
relationship.
The dummy variable ADJDMij implies the existence or not of a common
border line among the countries that consist the data sample of this thesis.
Dummy variables, such as ADJDMij take values of 0 or 1 to indicate the
absence or presence of some effect that may be expected to shift the
outcome. (Draper, N.R.; Smith, H., 1998).For example dummy variables are
used as devices to sort data into mutually exclusive categories (male/female,
or smoker/non smoker) or truth value (true/false). In regression analysis,
the dependent variables may be influenced not only by quantitative variables
(income, output, prices, etc.), but also by qualitative variables (gender,
religion, geographic region, etc.). Specifically, ADJDMij takes the value of 1
when trading partners share a common border and 0 if is the other way round.
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It is easily assumed; that the existence of common borders not only implies
lower costs for the importers but furthermore guaranties an easier and safer
access to the trading partner’s domestic market. Considering the previous
arguments a6is expected to have a positive sign.
The next dummy variable in line is INTDMij.This indicator variable is fitted in
the gravity equation in order to include structural economic factors that are
critical for the formation of the bilateral trade flows. It refers to the growing
impact that a country faces with its participation in an economical regional
cooperation, as the E.U, and especially the effect on the structure of bilateral
trade flows. It takes the value of 1 if both trading partners are a part of an
international regional economic scheme and 0 if the opposite is true. Joined
memberships in an economic and also regional union suggests lower
commercial transactions due to almost free or completely free economic
transactions between two or more parties in which goods, services or
something of value is exchanged. Once again, the coefficient a7 is predicted
to have a positive sign.

2. Data

The empirical methodology used in this paper, intents to investigate the
aforementioned gravity equation, in order to analyze the export structural
synthesis of Greece. Aiming to estimate the gravity model’s outcome, the
analysis exercises cross-sectional data with time series (panel data analysis),
with respect to the bilateral trade relations among the data set countries,
fifteen as a number regarding five years.
Specifically, our sample consists of 15 countries including Greece. Starting
with the EU-15: (Greece, Italy, Germany, United Kingdom, Netherlands,
France, Portugal, and Spain) the remaining countries European and nonEuropean are: Switzerland, Turkey, Canada, Russia, Usa, Japan and China.
.Most of the above remaining countries consist EU-15’s major trade partners
outside the Euro Zone. Particularly, the above refers to: Switzerland, the
United States, Japan, Canada, China, Russia and Turkey. In spite of the
limitation of the available information, this country selection from all over the
world is made in order to represent Greek bilateral flows as well as it is
possible.
The data on bilateral trade flows comes from the Databases and Stat Extracts
gathered and issued by the Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD). They are expressed in dollar terms. Data on actual
GDP’s are gathered also from OECD’s Main Economic Indicator publication
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and are also expressed in dollars. The distances between countries (capitals),
are calculated on the basis of online distance calculators
(http://www.mapcrow.info).

3. Methodology

Our data construct a panel of fifteen developed countries and five years
(1995, 1998, 2002, 2006 and 2010). Given the fact that we are interested in
investigating bilateral trade relations it is a three dimension panel (origin
country, target country and year). For this reason we divide the observations
by country pairs before we deploy panel data techniques. Firstly, we use OLS
estimation for the raw data set, which is commonly referred to as pooled OLS
to get a first impression of the empirical results of the gravity model.
Nevertheless, pooled OLS does not take into consideration the possible
correlation of the explanatory variables with the unobserved effects
(Wooldridge, 2003). If the independent variable are correlated with the
unobserved heterogeneity (ai) then the coefficient from the OLS estimation
are biased. It is, therefore, necessary to remove these unobserved effects.
The common technique is to use Fixed Effects estimation, which subtracts the
mean over time from each variable. A major drawback of this estimation
method is that the time-invariant variables disappear from the model. One
possible solution is the use of Random Effects, a method with quasi-time
demeaned data (see Wooldridge, 2003) that keeps the time-invariant
variables in the model. However, this technique does not eliminate
unobserved heterogeneity and yields biased estimators if we believe that
there exists correlation between the unobserved effects and the explanatory
variables. For this reason we perform the Hausman test, which states -under
the null hypothesis- that the both estimators are consistent, with the Random
effects estimator being more efficient. A rejection of the null hypothesis must
lead to the use of the Fixed Effects estimator.
Finally we use the Hausman-Taylor estimator (Greene, 2003). This method
applies Instrumental Variable (IV) techniques to panel data such as this.
We divide the regressors’ into two broad categories, time-variant and timeinvariant. Within these two categories we distinguish between endogenous
and exogenous variables. Hausman-Taylor estimation keeps the exogenous
variables as instruments for themselves. The endogenous time-variant
variables are transformed as in the fixed effects estimation (time-demeaning),
whereas the time-invariant ones are instrumented with the exogenous time25

variant variables (see Verbeek, 2006, p354). This way we get consistent
estimators without dropping the time-invariant variables like we do when using
Fixed Effects.

Table 3: Summary statistics of dependent, independent and control
variables:

VARIABLES
lgdpor
lgdptar
ldist
lpoptar
lpopor
intdm
adj

Constant

(1)
pooled
lbilexp

(2)
fe
lbilexp

(3)
Re
lbilexp

(4)
ht
lbilexp

1.138***
(0.0822)
1.230***
(0.0682)
-0.837***
(0.0396)
-0.438***
(0.0667)
-0.308***
(0.0861)
0.339***
(0.0757)
0.453***
(0.113)

0.506***
(0.0762)
1.039***
(0.0739)

0.593***
(0.0592)
1.044***
(0.0613)
-0.902***
(0.0639)
-0.264***
(0.0711)
0.219***
(0.0775)
0.359***
(0.125)
0.436**
(0.186)

0.503***
(0.0553)
1.029***
(0.0598)
-0.913***
(0.135)
-0.219**
(0.110)
0.297**
(0.120)
0.371
(0.266)
0.432
(0.395)

13.04***
(0.523)

1.542
(7.685)

11.24***
(0.780)

10.76***
(1.611)

543
0.678
181

543

543

181

181

Observations
543
R-squared
0.826
Number of pair
Standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

0.776
(0.589)
-0.520
(0.640)
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First Column is Pooled OLS
Second is fixed effects (with pair as the panel variable)
Third is Random effects
Fourth is Hausman Taylor estimator

4. Empirical Results

Table 3 summarizes the findings from the estimation of the gravity model.
The first column refers to the estimation using the simplest method, that is
pooled OLS. We group all the observations and run an OLS regression to
obtain these results. Given the fact that we have transformed the variables
by taking their natural logarithms, the coefficients represent their
respective elasticities. For example, the coefficient for the target country
gdp (lgdptar) shows that a 1% increase in the GDP of the importing
country increases bilateral exports by 1, 23%. All the coefficients are
statistically significant at the 1% level of significance and have the
expected sign except the ones for the population variables. The coefficient
for the adjacency dummy variable reveals that countries that share
borders have on average 45, 3% more bilateral trade than non-adjacent
countries. Finally, countries in the same trade union, exhibit 33, 9% higher
volume of bilateral exports. It is noteworthy that the residuals plot from this
estimation does not give any strong indications of heteroskedasticity in this
model as can be seen in Graph 2.
Before moving to the panel data techniques we group observations
according to origin and target country pairs to create a two-dimension
panel. Column 2 reports the results from the Fixed Effects model. The
coefficients for the GDP variables that capture the demand and supply
effect are still significant but smaller than pooled OLS. A second difference
compared with column 1 is that both population variables fail to exhibit
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statistical significance. A major drawback of this estimation method is that
the time-invariant variables disappear from the model. This is the reason
why we do not report coefficient for our dummy variables adj and intdm. A
solution to this particular problem could be the Random-Effects model
where the original data are quasi-time demeaned, hence no variables are
lost. The results are presented in Column 3. The supply and demand
effects are still strong and quite similar in magnitude compared to Column
2. Furthermore, in this model the population variables have the expected
signs. It was discussed in the previous section that the Random Effects
estimator is more efficient but not consistent when the unobserved
heterogeneity is correlated with the independent variables. For this
purpose, we perform the Hausman Test (Greene, 2009) to test whether
the Random Effects estimator is consistent. The test compares the
variances of an estimator that is consistent under both endogenous and
exogenous regressors (Fixed Effects) and an estimator that is only
consistent under exogenous independent variables but is more efficient
(Random Effects). The p-value for the test is 0.000 so we reject the null
hypothesis that the variances do not differ systematically. Hence, we
conclude that the Random Effects estimator is inconsistent and we should
rely on Fixed Effects. The Stata output from the Hausman test is shown
below

Table 4: Hausman Test on our model
Coefficients
(b)
(B)
fe
re
lgdpor
lgdptar
lpoptar
lpopor

.5055064
1.038688
.7758688
-.5200921

.5926557
1.04426
-.2635123
.2188188

(b-B)
Difference

sqrt(diag(V_b-V_B))
S.E.

-.0871493
-.005572
1.039381
-.7389109

.0479609
.0412948
.5843123
.6348993

b = consistent under Ho and Ha; obtained from xtreg
B = inconsistent under Ha, efficient under Ho; obtained from xtreg
Test: Ho: difference in coefficients not systematic
chi2(4) = (b-B)'[(V_b-V_B)^(-1)](b-B)
=
1788.54
Prob>chi2 =
0.0000
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The last column presents the results from the Hausman-Taylor estimation. In
our model adj and intdm are time-invariant, the gdp variables are considered
endogenous and the population and distance variables are considered
exogenous. The results verify the theoretical implications of the gravity model.
More specifically, bilateral trade decreases with distance (coefficient -0,913 in
column 4) in all specifications, increases with economic growth in both origin
and target countries. Furthermore, adjacency and participation in a trade
union significantly increase bilateral trade between economies as it is
presented in Table 3.

Graph 2: Residuals test for Heteroskedasticity

-2

-1

Residuals
0

1

2

Residual Plot- Pooled OLS
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12

14
Fitted values

29

16

18

Post Estimation test

Table 5: Checking for Multicollinearity
The results for Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) show that multicollinearity is not
a significant problem for our model. All values are below the threshold of 10,
so we conclude that there is no problematic correlation between the
independent variables.

Variable

VIF

1/VIF

lpopor
lgdpor
lpoptar
lgdptar
ldist
adj
intdm

9.77
9.15
6.33
6.29
1.64
1.28
1.16

0.102312
0.109276
0.158096
0.159039
0.609515
0.782672
0.860983

Mean VIF

5.09
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mean of bilexp each country year
0 2.00e+074.00e+076.00e+07

Graph 3: Average Exports by Country

Average Exports by Country

1995

2000

year
esp
ger
it
por
tur
usa

2005
fr
gr
nl
switz
uk

We observe an upward trend in all countries after 2000.The country that
stands out is Germany by far. France comes second among the eleven of the
data-set group. Exports raise significantly for every European country,
especially after 2002, the year that euro note and coins began to circulate. On
the contrary Greece is in the last place, showing a significant low level of
export activity that remained almost steady in the period from 1995 to 2010.
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2010

Table 6: The top volumes of bilateral exports:

org

trg

bilexp

year

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

ger
nl
ger
ger
nl

fr
ger
fr
usa
ger

1.198e+08
1.093e+08
1.048e+08
96273842
89667068

2010
2010
2006
2006
2006

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

ger
fr
ger
ger
ger

usa
ger
nl
uk
uk

86847472
82988674
82450047
80106897
78355784

2010
2010
2010
2006
2010

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

ger
ger
fr
ger
ger

it
it
ger
nl
fr

77409567
72820703
69413761
66666598
63849062

2010
2006
2006
2006
2002

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

ger
ger
uk
ger
uk

usa
fr
usa
fr
usa

63359394
60693787
59185151
58828050
57846613

2002
1995
2006
1998
2010

The above table, combined with the graph 4 below illustrates the
aforementioned facts. Germany dominates the top volumes of bilateral export
activity through a series of years. As it is presented, its most frequent
companions at the top ranks are France, Germany, United States and
Netherlands. Turkey along with Portugal and Greece stand by far in last three
places in Graph 4. Especially Greece performs alarmingly low bilateral export
activity, significantly lower even in comparison with Portugal’s bilateral export
activity which is last but one.
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Graph 4: Average Bilateral Exports by Country
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nl
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switz

tur
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usa

Average bilateral exports by adjacency

0

mean of bilexp
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Graph 5: Average bilateral exports by adjacency

do not share borders

share borders

As it is exhibited in the graph above, by dividing countries on the basis of
shared borders, we observe significantly higher trade intensity for those
countries that have a common border. From this descriptive statistic it seems
that adjacency is a decisive factor for engaging in trade.
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1.500e+08

Graph 6: Bilateral exports by distance
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Bilateral exports by distance

0
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The above graph reveals another more intriguing fact. Bilateral flows
decrease with distance, but are reinvigorated after 6000 miles revealing the
EU-US trade. Factors such as high GDP’s, high population, arise to exceed
the undeniable opposite effect of distance
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Bilateral Exports for EU members
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Graph 7: Bilateral Exports for EU members

Not EU Trade

EU Trade

The above graph indicates that participating in a trade union increases
bilateral trade volumes as expected.
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Bilateral Trade bwteen Rich and Poor Countries
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Graph 8: Bilateral Trade between Rich and Poor Countries

low Combined GDP

High combined GDP

In accordance with the theory behind the gravity model we see that high GDP
for a combination of countries pushes up bilateral trade. This reveals both a
supply side as well as a demand side effect. The former is captured by the
GDP level of the origin country while the later by the GDP of the destination
market. The division of country pairs is done on the basis that their combined
GDP must exceed the sample average.
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5. Discussion and Conclusion
An export led country, without fluctuations in the amount of export output,
create a solid and growing environment in the long run. The present thesis
outlines the significance of competiveness, which depends on productivity
and efficiency and turns to be the critical factor that separates countries’
economies and marks every crucial amount. To be more precise this
thesis highlights the importance of trade cost and reduces the amount of
international trade by minimizing bilateral trade flows.
Separating countries into developed and developing ones and trade costs
into exogenous and endogenous ones, the result is that developing
countries suffer more by endogenous trade obstacles. Studies (Novy
2013), determine that developed countries present lower levels of trade
costs than developing ones.
Moving on, discrimination was made between inter-industry and intraindustry. As it is presented inter-industry occurs between different
industries according to their comparative advantages. On the other hand
intra-industry occurs in the same industry and gains from economies of
scale are reflected. Recent results (Eurostat, 2009), regarding dispatches
between European countries have shown that the amount of exports is
almost double compared to exports to non-European countries. Every
member state exhibited higher shares of intra EU-trade than exports to
non-European countries. In general, intra EU- trade decreased between
2004 and 2009, as an outcome of the economic crisis that started in US in
2007. More specifically, Greece’s export performance is well depicted, in
the ‘Global Enabling Trade Report 2014’. Among 138 economies, Greece
holds the 67th place, presenting the best performance in terms of domestic
market access (46th) and the weakest in access to foreign market (97th).
The structural imbalances and the recent economic crisis which collapsed
the majority of economic indicators are well depicted in the
aforementioned report. Serious challenges such as access to trade
finance, reduction of trade costs and delays inside transport system should
be met. Above all, the same report, on 2012 data presents Greece on the
126th place with respect to a most serious indicator, trade openness ratio,
which indicates the degree of an economy’s exposure to international
trade.
Moving on, we examined the theoretical development of Gravity Model.
Newton’s gravitation laws as gravity models origins, evolved through the
works of Linneman (1966), Tinbergen, J., (1962). Later on Bergstand
(1985), Filippini, C. and Molini, V. (October 2003) did not have a lot of
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respect for the gravity model. Summarizing after 60 years, now gravity
model stands solid to characterize other models from Heckeser-Ohlin
models to the increasing returns trade theory models in order to offer the
robustness it needs.
The empirical part of this thesis examined a data set of fifteen developed
countries for five none successively years. Our aim was to set a three
dimensional panel in our data set. Panel data techniques were displayed,
e.g pooled OLS, Fixed Effects, Random Effects and Hausman Taylor
estimator. Empirical results indicate that an increase in the GDP by 1%,
results in 23% increase in bilateral exports. An increase by 45, 3% is
noticed in trade between countries that have common borders and 33, 9%
in those who participate in a trade union. Population variables exhibit
positive effects in Random Effects and Hausman Taylor estimation.
Greece presents the lowest export activity by far in the period from 19952010, even after euro circulation started.
This thesis adds value to the better understanding of structural distortions
in Greek export activity. Moreover it pinpoints the necessity for a nonlasting fight for structural adjustments and implementations, in order to
achieve a higher share of exports. Future research could focus on a sector
analysis regarding Greek export activity and the investigation of their total
output.
By answering these questions, scholars will enlighten researchers on how
to penetrate a dysfunctional market and gradually get it back on track.
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